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Hot Stamping Foil
Color Chart/Catalogue: Free
Standard Roll Size:

W 640mm*L 120m

Min. Order Quantity:

50 rolls

Supply Ability:

2,000,000 rolls/year

Delivery Lead:

15 days a 20 feet container

Port:

Xiamen, Shanghai

Product Information
Country: China

Brand: AFP

Material: Polyester Film

Technology: vacuum aluminum metallic

Standard Roll Weight: 1.60kgs (640mm*120m)

Tailer-made Measure: Available

More Roll Measure: W 1280mm*L 240m/305m/360m/480m/600m/700/m720m
Usage: Bookbinding, packaging, food packing

Core: 1" (25.4mm), 3" (76mm), 6" (152mm)

Applications: Paper,UV coated surface, laminations, leather, fibre, or textile
Jumbo Roll: Available, up to 24,000m long

Stamping Machines: Platen, cylinder, rotary

Product Introduction

Hot Stamping Foil is a type of film for creating a decorated sheet which has been widely used on
packages and prints to enhance the visual appeal by giving a sense of prestige, luxury and
elegance.
Based on customer’s needs, hot stamping foil color can be various, such as blue, red, or green,
but majors in gold and silver. It has been widely used on paper, plastic, leather, fabric, glass or
other material.
With a pressing process on the color layer, hot stamping foil joints in grating structures and
hologram pattern, which causes diffraction, reflects rainbow spectrums and provides
an anti-duplicate result.
We offer a complete line of foils, from various metallic colors to different holographic patterns
that support stamping on different substrate.

General Product Parameter

Packaging & Storage Condition
*Packaging: Each foil is put into one plastic bag, 10rolls/carton
*Standard roll size: 640mm*120m (1.60kgs/roll, 34*14*65cm/ctn)
*Other standard size: 640mm X 240m/360m/480m/600m/720m (or 1280mm X 180m)
*Special size: 3 inch core; (customized foil length and width is available)
*Storage: Protect against pressure, moisture, heat and sunlight
*Shelf life: 2 years

FAQ
About Samples
* Samples for testing are available and free

* the freight for sample delivery is at receiver’s side
* but to be refunded by deducting from the right coming order automatically
* for saving the cost, we recommend the way of prepaid instead of collect
About Operation
* Suitable for high-speed auto stamping machine
* Stamping Temperature
- Platen @80°C - 105°C/ 176°F - 221°F
- Cylinder @120°C - 180°C/ 248°F - 356°F
- Rotary @170°C - 230°C/ 338°F - 446°F
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